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Typical Operating Structure – Chain
vs Independent
Chain and independently owned restaurants
have different operating structures. Further,
every operation will have its own specific
structure; however, there are some generally
practiced approaches to this structure which
we will examine in this section. Food growers
and processors must understand the typical
structure before approaching an operator with
a new product.
In both cases, the buying decisions will be
made based on several variables that could
include uniqueness of product, trend relevancy,
cost, and availability.
The Independent Operator
The independent operator will usually have a
fairly simple chain of command. Typically, this
will start with the owner who may or may not
also be the general manager or the chef. If the
owner does not act as the senior manager,
a general manager and/or a chef are usually
the decision maker(s). Larger operations may
also have a dining room manager in addition
to a general manager. Typically, the chef
controls the kitchen and back-of-house (“BOH”)
operations, while the dining room manager
controls the front-of-house (“FOH”) and the
general manager oversees the operation as a
whole.

some cases, the supplier may be referred to
the owner for final evaluation and approval.
Exhibit 3.1 below illustrates a typical operating
structure for an independent full-service
restaurant.
Exhibit 3.1
Independent FSR Operating Structure
Example

Generally speaking, the chef is the first logical
contact for food and menu based products,
the general manager is best approached for
beverage and other product categories. In
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The Chain Operator
The chain operator’s structure is generally more
complex than that of an independent. Typically,
once an operator has three or more locations,
operations overhead is consolidated to a head
office. For smaller chains, the head office could be
as simple as a handful of administrative support
and operations managers; larger companies will
have entire divisions or departments responsible
for specific tasks within the organization such as
marketing, procurement, franchising, etc.
In the case of chains, while some innovation
may come from the store level, menu purchasing
decisions are typically made at the head office
level. Depending on the company’s approach,
menus may be developed by the marketing
department, a food and beverage department,
or a purchasing department (with the latter being
more prevalent if the operation is rebate-focused).
Some companies may call the food and beverage
department by another name (e.g., research and
development department and / or a corporate
chef).

Exhibit 3.2
Chain Operating Structure Example
Cost Structures
(CRFA Operations Report by Segment
Canada vs. Saskatchewan)

The following table shows what percentage food
and beverage purchases (Cost of Goods Sold)
make up of total revenues in a typical restaurant.
Year: 2010
Revenue
Cost of Goods Sold
Gross Margin
Expenses
Salaries and Wages
All Other Expenses
Total Expenses
Pre Tax Profit

Canada
100%
36.0
64.0

SK
100%
37.1
62.9

33.9
25.6
59.5
4.5%

34.4
20.4
54.8
8.1%

Source: Canadian Restaurant and Foodservices Association
2012 Operations Report

Cost of Goods Sold is the greatest single expense
to a restaurant operator although Salaries and
Wages is a relatively close second (especially
for full service restaurants in Saskatchewan).
The average commercial foodservice operation
in Canada generates pre-tax profit of only 4.5%
of total gross sales. Although Saskatchewan
operators earn a greater pre-tax profit than the
national average (8.1%), every dollar counts.
The second highest expense is labour and it is
rising. In 2006, salaries and wages were estimated
to account for 31.5% of total revenue in Canada
versus 33.9% in 2010. This illustrates that time
and labour savings are important “value-adds” for
new products.
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Menu Planning
How do Operators Plan Menus?
Menu planning can be a very personal,
artistically driven exercise for a chef, especially
in the independent restaurant. Corporate
chains will generally take a more structured
approach based on industry trends and market
data.
In any case, menu planning should be an
ongoing process that constantly checks itself
against popularity, trends, and profitability.

Menu Explosion
Once a menu has been mapped out
conceptually, the next crucial step is to
accurately cost the recipes for that menu. The
menu costing process is often referred to as
a “Menu Explosion” because it begins with
“exploding” a menu into all of its individual
recipes.
The Menu Explosion model accurately
calculates the cost per serving for each
recipe and provides a tool for the operator to

determine the appropriate selling price. The
model should also provide a means for an
operator to determine its overall theoretical
food cost as a percent of sales based on an
estimated or historical sales mix.
A theoretical food cost defines what the cost of
goods sold should be based on of the unit sales
of each menu item. It is a powerful control tool
when results are compared to actual cost of
goods sold as determined by product inventory
analysis because this identifies the scale of
potential issues such as waste and theft.
Food growers and processors need to be aware
of what portion of cost the price of their products
make up of the operator’s recipes and how
pricing affects product viability on the menu.

Menu Pricing
Menu pricing can be a tricky exercise: if the
prices are too high, the operator risks losing
sales and if prices are too low, the operator
misses out on potential revenue.
Most foodservice operations will have a target
cost of goods sold which is represented by a
percentage of sales (food cost is a percentage
of food sales and beverage cost is a percentage
of alcoholic beverage sales).
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Using the information
provided by the Menu
Explosion model,
operators can balance
fair market pricing
with their pricing
needs to obtain the
target cost of goods
sold. Ultimately, the
operator’s menu prices
will be determined not
only by input costs
but by competitive
and market forces. If
operators can’t make
the money they require at a given market price,
they will adjust their recipes until they can.
Menu Engineering and Menu Sales Analysis
Most operators will use some form of menu
sales analysis to determine which menu items
meet brand objectives and which items need
revision or removal from the menu. One
common menu sales analysis approach is
Menu Engineering. Menu Engineering is a
marketing based approach to maximizing the
gross margin potential of a menu. Unlike other
analysis tools, Menu Engineering focuses on
the gross margin dollar rather a percentage
of sales because operators take gross margin
dollars to the bank, not percentages.
Gross margin is the price of an item less its
cost of goods sold. Gross
margin is more important to
the foodservice operator than
revenue because margin is
what the operator actually has
left to pay all its remaining
expenses and earn a profit.
The Menu Engineering
exercise begins with a sales

mix analysis similar to the one conducted
in the Menu Explosion model and looks at
menu price, item cost, and the number of
units sold. The process ranks menu sections
by the total gross margin they produce, and
categorizes menu items within each section
into one of four categories based on their
popularity and the amount of gross margin
they provide per unit. The classifications
include:
• Stars: high margin and high popularity
(retain)
• Dogs: low popularity and low margin
(remove from the menu)
• Workhorses: High popularity and low margin
(find ways to improve gross margin)
• Problem Children / Puzzles: Low popularity
and high margin (find ways to improve
popularity and gross margin)
Foodservice operators will apply a variety of
strategies to promote the sale of the items that
generate the most gross margin. Strategies
will include but not be limited to: where an item
and section appears on a page; the colour size
and font type of the text; use of graphics and
photographs, borders and highlighting, etc.
As a supplier, offering products that enable the
operator to improve their gross margins will
help to keep you “on the menu”.
Labour and Time Cost
As discussed earlier under
cost structures, labour is the
second highest expense in most
foodservice operations.
Conducting a time and motion
study for your product can be an
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effective sales tool for a new product. If you
can demonstrate to the purchaser that, through
using a suite of your products, labour costs
can be reduced, you will have a better chance
of selling your product even if the product cost
is slightly more expensive than the operator’s
current solution.
When using time and motion studies, the
following points are critical to the usefulness
and effectiveness of the data:
•

Work with someone who understands
the operations of a kitchen. A third party
analysis can also add credibility to your
results.

•

Be thorough: try to think of every step
in the preparation of the item from the
moment the product arrives at the back
door of the operation to when is put on a
plate for service.

•

Remember to adjust for bulk preparation:
several tasks can be done for a large
number of portions in roughly the same
amount of time it takes to prepare one
portion.

•

Always err in favour of the status quo. If it
is obvious that the analysis favoured the
new product, purchasers are less likely to
trust the results.

•

Finally, understand that the labour
savings are only theoretical unless they
result in the operator’s ability to shorten
or remove a shift from the schedule.
Because of this, using a suite of labour
saving products may be the best
opportunity for operators to realize true
financial gain.

Operator Private Label Products
Chain foodservice operators often use operator
private label (“OPL”) products. These products
generally have proprietary recipes that are
unique to their chain. They are often valueadded products. OPL products benefit the
chains by:
•

creating a competitive edge through
differentiation from competitor offerings;

•

simplifying in-store preparation, thereby
reducing cost and enabling consistency;
and,

•

ensuring that franchisees are following
approved purchasing requirements.

OPL products are an opportunity area for
food growers and processors, especially
small to medium suppliers that can effectively
manage short runs of specialized items.
Searching out OPL product opportunities with
operators involves working with the operator
to understand how they can differentiate their
offering, save labour, enhance consistency and
ensure compliance. Typically, the sales cycle
for OPL products is longer but the windfall from
a sale can be significant.
For more information on the OPL opportunity,
refer to the Canadian Foodservice Private
Label Industry Guide at www.saskvaluechain.
ca.
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For additional information pertaining to the Foodservice Guide, please contact:
Bryan Kosteroski
Value Chain Specialist
Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan
104 - 411 Downey Road
Saskatoon Saskatchewan
Canada S7N 4L8
Office (306) 975-6851
Cellular (306) 229-8986
Email – kosteroskib@agcouncil.ca
Website – www.saskvaluechain.ca
The Agriculture Council of Saskatchewan (ACS) Inc. has developed this electronic guide for the Canadian
Foodservice Industry as part of its continuing efforts to support the agriculture and agri-food industry and
develop the capacity and tools for food growers and processors to enter the Foodservice Industry.
The purpose of the guide is to provide food growers and processors with a better understanding of the
Foodservice Industry and how to tap into business opportunities within it. To that end, ACS has engaged
fsSTRATEGY Inc., consultants to the Foodservice Industry, to help create this powerful reference tool.
fsSTRATEGY is an alliance of senior consultants focusing on business strategy support – research,
analysis, design and implementation – for the Foodservice Industry. Their team has extensive consulting
experience in Foodservice across Canada.
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